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Food Waste in Switzerland

3 Source: FOEN (2019) 

Avoidable food waste per head: 500 kg CO2-eq / 600 CHF

Biggest potential
Difficult to tackle



Federal Waste Ordinance
(SR 814.600)
> In force since 01 January 2016. 
> Applies to the avoidance and disposal of waste and to 

the construction and operation of waste disposal 
facilities.

4 Source: Waste Ordinance

Federal Waste Ordinance

26 cantonsAG AR AI … LU … ZH

83 
communities

“Cantons shall implement …”

>200 
waste disposal facilities

“Communities are
responsible for
disposal of municipal
waste …” (EGUSG LU)

Enforcement



Waste Ordinance (ADWO)
Some Key Elements (1)

> Waste management plans (Art. 4)
Draw up every 5 years.
> Measures to avoid waste
> Measures to recover waste
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> Annual reporting (Art. 6, from 1st Jan 2021)
> Quantities of types of waste disposed
> Waste disposal facilities

Strategy

Indicators



Waste Ordinance (ADWO):
Some Key Elements (2)

> Avoidance of Waste (Art. 11).
> The FOEN and the cantons shall encourage the 

avoidance of waste:
- raising the awareness of and providing
information to the public and businesses. 

- Shall work with the private sector organisations
concerned.

> Production processes must be organised according 
to the state of the art so that as little waste as 
possible is produced.
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Target “less waste”



Waste Ordinance (ADWO):
Some Key Elements (3)
> General recovery obligations (Art. 12).

> Waste must be recycled or recovered for 
energy

> Recovery must be carried out according to 
the state of the art.
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Target “best technology”

> Biogenic waste (Art. 14)
> must be recovered solely by recycling 

or by fermentation
(some provision must be taken into account)

Target “recycling/fermentation”



Disposal of Biogenic Waste 
at Canton Luzern (2018)
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32% biogenic 
waste

Households, gastronomy,
gardening (406’000 pop.)

Total: 84’880 t
Bio:  27’200 t 

Incineration plant

Production of electricity,
steam, district heating
Conversion efficiency 90%

Fertilizer (C
om

post)

Substitution of fossile
fuels

Municipal waste collection

26 compost and 
fermentation plants

Production of biogas, 
electricity and compost

Source: Lustat

Total:  91’744 t 

Green waste collection

No figures for food waste avl.



Cantonal tasks in the
circular economy
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Level of
pollutants

Nutrient 
balance

Enforcement of BAT;
inspection for
legally compliant
operation

Annual reporting
(material balances)

Reduction of
ammonia emissions

Market supervision
(Declaration, quality)

Food waste 
avoidance

Red: (Some) tasks 
of the cantons

Bold: Waste Ordinance

Spatial 
planning

Agriculture
program

Biodiversity
program

Energy
subsidy
program

Waste
avoidance

Groundwater
monitoring



Food waste avoidance:
Building awareness (1)
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- Regional 
campaigns

- Roadshow

What we promote 

Source: chline schritt



Food waste avoidance:
Building awareness (2)
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- Program for schools
- Tipps and tricks for

shopping, storage,
size of servings… 

Our partner

What we promote 

Source: Umweltberatung Luzern



Food waste avoidance:
Media attention is growing
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Dealing with the
best before date

Source: swissinfo.ch



Food waste avoidance:
Information sharing concepts
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Left-over foods from bakeries,
restaurants, or supermarkets;
1’818 partner companies in CH;
(APP)

Recipes that adapt to suit your 
preferences and what’s in the 
fridge (APP)

Members can offer surplus food, called 
food baskets, to the community or 
collect food from other members (APP).

Pre-ordering of menu at cantines,
suggests new meals based on user’s 
food or lifestyle preferences (APP).

Food-
shelf



Why do we focus so much 
on recycling?
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Municipal waste (total) 
Municipal waste recycled

Municipal waste incinerated or deposited
GPD (since 1990)
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Waste generation is closely correlated with income.
Our understanding of waste prevention is not well developed yet.

Source: Ent-Sorgen? FOEN (2016)



Our approach for the 
next couple of years
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Annual
reporting

Best available
technology

Separate 
collection

Food waste 
avoidance

Annual data collection according to Federal Waste 
Ordinance will provide much more insight. 

We promote fermentation of food waste 
instead of incineration

We enforce best available technology (BAT)
for processing of biogenic waste

We run campaigns to avoid food waste in 
households and gastronomy

Corrective
actions

We take actions when recovery (and avoidance) 
targets are not achieved.
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